Decent Work and Economic Growth: SDG: How does work affect the landscape?
Prior Learning (What we already know?):
How to relate the work of people in the local community
to role play.
How to be able to explain the different type of jobs
locally.

Key Questions:
Why is having a decent job important?
What is a decent job?
What is economic growth?

Key Facts:

Take immediate and effective measures to eradicate forced labour, end
modern slavery and human trafficking and secure the prohibition and
elimination of the worst forms of child labour, including recruitment and use
of child soldiers, and by 2025 end child labour in all its forms.

What effect would lack of employment have on mental well- being?
Why would companies use child or forced labour?
Why and how could an employer discriminate?

New Learning:
1. To understands the relation between employment and
economic growth, and know about other moderating
factors like a growing labour force or new technologies
that substitute jobs.
2. To appreciate people who care.
3. To understand why people work.
4. To know and understand about work, employment,
unemployment, self-employment and enterprise.
5. To know that the decisions that are made about saving
and spending money can be influenced by, and have an
impact on other people
6. To know how to prioritise needs and wants
7. To that there is a range of jobs – paid & unpaid
To know that it is important to help others by donating to
charity

Key Resources:
https://www.globalgoals.org/8-decent-work-and-economic-growth
https://en.unesco.org/themes/education/sdgs/material/08

Can I do this?
Explain why having a decent job is important
Give reasons how not having a job might affect mental well-being
Explain what economic growth is
Explain what child and forced labour is and why companies might use these.

New SDG Skills:
To be able to explain the different type of jobs locally and
nationally.
To understand what in equality is.
To begin to explore solutions for inequality.

Vocabulary:

To be able to access opportunity for all.

decent, employment, employer, child labour, forced labour,
discrimination

